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About Rose Foundation for Communities and the Environment
The Rose Foundation for Communities and the
Environment believes in the power of informed
community involvement. We support grassroots
initiatives to inspire community action to protect
the environment, consumers and public health.
The Rose Foundation's unique role as a bridge
between philanthropy and the community has
been recognized by state and federal courts, which
have appointed the Foundation as trustee over
more than 300 restitution, cy pres or mitigation
funds related to consumer and environmental
issues. Through this program, the Foundation has
been entrusted with over $20 million in settlement
funds and has been named as recipient of
additional awards, which total over $5 million.

Web www.rosefdn.org  Phone 510-658-0702  Email rose@rosefdn.org

About The Mike Chappell Fund for the Spokane River
The Mike Chappell Fund for the Spokane
River was established to support
environmental projects that will improve
the water quality of the Spokane River
Watershed. It was enabled by the Spokane
Riverkeeper and the City of Spokane and
was named after Mike Chappell, who
passed away in 2011. Mr. Chappell was the
founder of the Gonzaga Environmental
Law Clinic and helped start the Spokane
Riverkeeper Program.
Guided by a local advisory board, the
Chappell Fund awarded grants to seven
environmental groups totaling over $100,000 in 2012. The Rose Foundation wishes to
thank the advisory board members Donald K. Barbieri, Betsy Jewett and Melinda Travis
for their guidance to the Mike Chappell Fund.
The following is a report on the accomplishments of the Chappell Fund grantees.

Grantees
Columbia Institute for Water Policy
For Spokane River Toxics Cleanup Project
$20,000

!

The Spokane River is a beautiful but heavily polluted river that flows 100 miles from
Lake Coeur d’Alene and into the Columbia River, upstream of the Grand Coulee Dam.
The river flows through the heart of the City of Spokane and is the boundary for the
Spokane Indian Reservation. The river is used for recreation and supports fisheries that
are consumed by the public, including immigrant communities and tribal members.
The Columbia Institute for Water Policy (CIWP) received a $20,000 grant from the Mike
Chappell Fund for the Spokane River for the Spokane River Toxics Cleanup Project. In
conjunction with the Sierra Club Upper Columbia River Group and the Center for
Environmental Law and Policy, CIWP conducted extensive public outreach, which
resulted in numerous articles about the pollution problems of the Spokane River
including health threats to those who eat the fish from the river, and wastewater
discharges into the river by the County of Spokane (see a complete list in Appendix A).
The Washington State Pollution Control Hearings Board (PCHB) heard an
administrative appeal on the Spokane County wastewater treatment plant’s pollution
permit in March 2013. CIWP was concerned that the wastewater plant was discharging
even more polychlorinated biphenyls or PCBs into the already PCB-impacted Spokane
River. The commercial manufacture of PCBs was banned in the U.S. in 1977 because
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they build up in the environment and are harmful to wildlife and humans. PCBs still
make their way into our environment because they can be a by-product of
manufacturing processes, or they can be present in consumer products such as pigment
and motor oil.
The Spokane Tribe intervened in support of CIWP’s claims in the case, and the Spokane
Tribe’s water program manager testified as a witness on their behalf. Ultimately, the
PCHB partially invalidated the permit and “ordered the Ecology Department to revise
the county’s permit and strengthen control of PCB going into the Spokane River.”1

Columbia Riverkeeper
For Toxics Reduction Project
$13,750

!

Columbia Riverkeeper received a $13,750 grant from the Mike Chappell Fund for its
Toxics Reduction Project to support public outreach, organizing, policy development
and legal advocacy to encourage Washington State to reduce toxic pollution in the
Spokane River, create more protective statewide standards, and support the release of a
high quality fact sheet about toxics in fish, pollution permit loopholes, and the
Washington State Department of Ecology’s toxic limits rulemaking process.
Toxic substances such as mercury,
metals, pesticides and other
organic compounds are ubiquitous
in today’s environment. They
make their way into our
waterways, and bio-accumulate in
fish and shellfish. When people
consume the fish, these toxics pose
health threats. The more fish
people consume, the higher the
risk. Water quality standards are
based on the amount of fish
consumed by people. So if people
eat more fish, water quality
standards are more stringent in
order to protect human health.
Fisherman, Bob Rees, with a sturgeon from the Lower
Columbia River. Photo Credit: Columbia Riverkeeper

The current fish consumption rate
assumes that the average
Washington resident eats only 6.5 grams of fish per day, which is a thimble-sized piece
of fish. Yet data demonstrates that many Washington residents, particularly tribal and
subsistence-fishing immigrants, regularly consume far more fish than 6.5 grams per
day, and consequently face greater health risks due to weaker pollution regulations. By
comparison, Oregon State water quality standards are based on people who eat 175
1

The Spokesman-Review, “Spokane County Wastewater plant permit invalidated,” by Mike Prager,
7/24/2013.
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grams per day. Studies show that some Native Americans in Washington eat 200, 300
and even over 500 grams per day.
The Columbia Riverkeeper has conducted a toxic free fish campaign in Washington
state. They have developed a Toxic Free Fish Myth & Facts sheet, developed a Questions
& Answers on How the State of Washington Can Adopt New Water Quality Standards to
Reduce Toxics (see Appendix B), written comment letters to Washington Department of
Ecology’s draft Fish Consumption Rates Technical Support Document, alerted their
members, and posted information on their Toxic-Free Fish Campaign: Washington State
section of their website.
If Washington State adopts a higher fish consumption rate, the Spokane River will
benefit from increased water quality standards and ultimately a cleaner river.
Brett VandenHeuvel, Executive Director of Columbia Riverkeeper, inquired, “Why do
states like New Jersey and Oregon have better protection against toxic pollution than
Washington? We should be proud of our fishing heritage and stand for clean water, not
bow to industry pressure.”

Futurewise
For Spokane River Shoreline Master Program Update Project
$25,000
Futurewise received a $25,000 one-year grant from the Mike Chappell Fund for its
Spokane River Shoreline Master Program Update Project, an effort to provide technical
analysis and recommendations on Shoreline Master Programs for Spokane County, the
City of Spokane Valley, and the City of Millwood; build coalitions among stakeholders
in each community; educate the public on the importance of these programs; and
advocate for improved Shoreline Master Programs before key decision makers.
Healthy waterways are dependent on healthy shorelines, and what happens along these
shorelines has a big impact on the water quality of the lakes and rivers. Under
Washington State’s Shoreline Management Act, Spokane County and the cities of
Millwood and Spokane Valley are required to adopt new Shoreline Master Plans. These
SMP are policies and regulations that can protect rivers, streams, lakes, wetlands and
the uplands near them. The existing SMP date back to the 1970’s when the Shoreline
Management Act was first adopted. Futurewise is working for the adoption of
protective SMPs that can better protect shorelines and water bodies.
Futurewise provided technical policy and planning assistance and policy language
recommendations on all three SMPs, built coalitions among key stakeholders in each
community, educated the public on the importance of effective SMPs in protecting the
Spokane River and its tributaries, and advocated before key decision makers for
improved SMPs.
Futurewise reviewed the County’s and each of the cities’ SMP drafts for compliance
with the Shoreline Management Act, the Shoreline Master Program Guidelines and best
practices for reducing water pollution from existing and new development and
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provided line by line technical review of the SMPs, made policy and regulatory
recommendations for each section, and provided a legal analysis of how each fell short
of the law (see Appendix C).
In November 2012, Futurewise, submitted comments that noted the necessity of
shoreline vegetative buffers that were unfortunately missing from the Plan. The
Washington Department of Ecology approved the Plan without these important
protections, leading Futurewise and several other local organizations to appeal the
Spokane County Shoreline Master Plan to the Growth Management Hearings Board for
its failure to include adequate buffers to protect wetlands and important wildlife
habitats.
The City of Millwood adopted its Plan, which also contained inadequate buffers. The
Department of Ecology did not approve the City of Millwood’s Shoreline Master Plan
or open it up to comments during the grant period, but Futurewise intended to submit
recommendations such as requiring native vegetation for restoration projects,
consultations with affected tribes and archeological investigations, as well as requiring
new developments to have common-use docks, thereby reducing the number of docks
constructed on the Spokane River.
Futurewise also contributed to the final phase of the City of Spokane Valley’s Shoreline
Master Plan, generating comment letters and testimony. After the regulatory part of the
SMP is drafted, Futurewise plans to conduct technical review, write comments and
generate additional comments from allies and members.
Futurewise provided important community outreach for each of these Shoreline Master
Plans, met with key decision makers and six ally organizations, and reached out to their
members in Spokane County. In each of the three jurisdictions, they participated in
three to six volunteer planning commission meetings and workshops, and encouraged
250 concerned citizens to send letters or attend public hearings. They generated close to
20 organizational comments, and 200 citizen comments to local governments and the
Department of Ecology advocating for adequate protections for the Spokane River and
its tributaries.
Additionally, during this project, Resource Media created a message guide for
advocates of shoreline protection entitled “Steering the Shoals: Communicating Shoreline
Management Planning,” which Futurewise utilized. The Message Guide emphasized the
importance of providing clear definitions of the problems affecting shorelines and
strengthening the links between harm done to people and the environment. In this way,
Futurewise worked with partner organizations and key members to engage in the
planning process using smart messaging (see Appendix B for an excerpt from the
message guide).

Inland Northwest Land Trust
For Latah Creek Watershed Restoration Project
$10,000
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The Inland Northwest Land Trust received a $10,000 grant from the Mike Chappell
Fund for its Latah Creek Watershed Restoration Project. In order to improve wildlife
habitat and water quality conditions, Inland Northwest Land Trust (or INLT)
developed conservation/restoration plans for riparian zones along Latah Creek, a large
stream also known as Hangman Creek that runs through Washington and Idaho and
empties into the Spokane River. INLT then recruited landowners and coordinated
volunteers to conduct restoration projects and tree plantings. The Mike Chappell Fund
provided a grant for the first year of this three-year project, which has the long-term
goals of developing conservation and restoration plans for four or more separate
properties along Latah Creek; planting 1500 trees annually; and engaging landowners
in serious discussions about conservation easements.

Latah Creek. Photo Credit: Inland Northwest Land
Trust

The Inland Northwest Land Trust
was able to complete a significant
number of goals during its one-year
grant period. Instead of coming up
with property-by-property plans,
they decided to focus more
holistically on a 14-mile stretch of
Latah Creek and develop
functionally integrated plans for the
whole stretch. They concentrated on
building relationships with
landowners, planted 1600 trees, and
organized volunteers to water the
new plants until established. So far,
they have had a 75% survival rate.
They are working with two property
owners to establish conservation
easements that would prevent future
development along the creek.

	
  
During this project, INLT realized that hand watering plants over a large area is not a
valuable strategy, and resolved to rely on a more science-based approach that considers
the hydrologic function and the relationship between surface water flows and the water
table to sustain the riparian plant community naturally. They additionally opted to hire
a prison work crew to plant for one day as opposed to organizing six different planting
days with volunteers, finding other ways to utilize core volunteers. Although utilizing
a prison crew was more efficient, it also created problems including discomfort among
property owners.
The work completed by the Latah Creek Watershed Restoration Project will provide
wildlife habitat, prevent erosion, filter field runoff, trap sediment, offer shade, and slow
stream flow, consequently reducing turbidity and stream temperature and improving
the overall water quality of Latah Creek. Reducing the amount of sediment in Latah
Creek reduces the amount of sediment that flows into the Spokane River, therefore
improving the water quality of both.
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Kootenai Environmental Alliance
For Industrial Stormwater Dischargers Survey
$5,000
Kootenai Environmental Alliance received a $5,000 grant to support its Industrial
Stormwater Dischargers Survey, an inventory of industries discharging into the
Spokane River or its Lake Coeur d’Alene headwaters in Kootenai County, Idaho. At the
time of Kootenai Environmental Alliance’s proposal, only 26 industrial Multi-Sector
General Permits for industrial stormwater discharges were issued in Kootenai County,
leading the organization to believe that there were dozens of unpermitted industrial
facilities in the region. The funding was specifically for a summer legal intern who
would determine facilities’ permit status, and the potential threat to water quality. The
intern would also conduct outreach and education strategies.
During the grant period, Kootenai Environmental Alliance discovered that many of the
identified facilities were not required to get a dischargers permit because they do not
discharge into the Spokane River, any surface waters, or to Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer Systems (MS4), but instead discharge to a Grassed Infiltration Area (GIA) or off
site to unknown locations. They shared this
information with Northwest Environmental
Defense Center, who is compiling a comprehensive
list of unpermitted and permitted industrial
dischargers to the Spokane River and its
headwaters.
During the grant period, the Kootenai
Environmental Alliance began an educational
outreach program to inform the public on
stormwater issues. The group supported and
organized efforts to stencil stormdrains with the
message, “DUMP NO WASTE, FLOWS TO LAKE”
and also led a trip for students from Selkirk
Outdoor Leadership and Education Center, an
experiential outdoor education program, where the
students stenciled 24 stormdrains, picked up trash,
Storm Water Drain Stenciling Photo
and learned about stormwater and its potential
Credit: Kootenai Environmental
pollutants. Additionally, Kootenai Environmental
Alliance
Alliance led an informational kayak trip with nine
volunteers, and began posting articles about water
	
  
quality and stormwater pollution to their website.

Lands Council
For Spokane River Watershed Restoration Project
$13,750
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The Lands Council received a $13,750 grant to support its Spokane River Watershed
Restoration Project, an effort to plant at least 10,000 native trees along Latah Creek, a
major tributary to the Spokane River also known by the name Hangman Creek, which
was identified as an impaired waterbody that did not meet Washington State water
quality standards for fecal coliform, temperature, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, and pH.
Furthermore, the Spokane River Watershed Restoration Project sought to educate
elected officials, school children and underserved populations about toxics in
stormwater and ways to reduce their impact. The Lands Council set goals of identifying
at least ten landowners willing to implement restoration activities on their properties;
disseminating information about proper fertilizer and chemical use through door-todoor outreach in the watershed; and informing landowners of available water qualitybased funding opportunities and incentive programs.
During the grant period, the Lands Council researched and created an outreach
brochure and survey, which focused on the proper use and disposal of household
fertilizer and chemicals, septic system maintenance, pet waste management, lawn
clipping disposal, and erosion control. They also provide landowners with information
about water quality-based incentive programs.
They have contacted over 50 landowners and have started several restoration projects
with property owners, and have signed agreements with several more pending.
Thirteen landowners were willing to implement riparian restoration activities on their
properties or farms, while 108 individuals received information about proper use and
disposal of fertilizers and chemicals, septic system maintenance, pet waste
management, and lawn clipping disposal. They planted 5,500 trees in Hangman Creek
in the spring, and the Lands Council anticipates planting 3,000 more during fall 2013.
The Toxics Outreach component of the Spokane River Watershed Restoration Project
was similarly successful. The Lands Council partnered with the Spokane Regional
Health District, the Washington Department of Health, and the Spokane River Forum in
its effort to increase public awareness of the health risks associated with pollution in the
Spokane River, particularly seeking to cultivate awareness among homeless, lowincome, and multi-ethnic communities. Interns educated 390 individuals, distributed
235 health advisories, and completed 130 surveys in the Spokane community, visiting
beaches, farmers markets, food banks, fairs, and other community events. A Spanishspeaking contractor educated 400 individuals, distributed 433 health advisories, and
completed 86 surveys. The Lands Council also incorporated Spokane River and Aquifer
concepts into summer school programs.

Northwest Environmental Defense Center
For Spokane River Stormwater Initiative
$25,000 over 2 years
In 2012, the Northwest Environmental Defense Center (NEDC) received its first of two
$12,500 grants from The Mike Chappell Fund for its Spokane River Stormwater
Initiative. The ultimate goal of the Spokane Stormwater Initiative is to identify and
reduce pollution from stormwater discharges affecting the Spokane River. NEDC
sought to achieve this goal through a variety of enforcement, education and outreach
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measures. In particular, NEDC has worked to improve environmental compliance by
industrial stormwater dischargers through enforcement, provided educational and

practical experience opportunities for law students, and strengthened community
efforts to continue protecting the Spokane River in the future.
NEDC provided educational and practical experience for law students at Gonzaga
University and Lewis and Clark Law School. Four law students participated in this
project, contributing over 60 volunteer hours. Other students prepared materials on the
Clean Water Act to post to their new website (www.spokanecleanwater.org), a website
and blog (see above photo) on the environmental integrity of the Spokane River. NEDC
has engaged the students on the initial stages of the enforcement process, and hopes to
include students in the later stages of enforcement actions. Several students have
commented that their volunteer experiences with NEDC increased their interest in
environmental law.
NEDC identified and prioritized enforcement targets, contacted sites, drafted notice
letters, and in some cases pursued enforcement through litigation. Students reviewed
discharge monitoring reports to determine whether facilities were in compliance with
the Clean Water Act, reviewed public information on file with Washington’s
Department of Ecology and prepared memos summarizing each. Ultimately, NEDC
took enforcement action against two sites out of a total of nine stormwater permit
holders that were researched for compliance with Clean Water Act requirements. They
discussed compliance with one of these facilities, and filed a citizen suit complaint in
9	
  

federal district court for the other, which resulted in a consent decree currently
undergoing its review period by the United States Department of Justice and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
The NEDC also began compiling a comprehensive list of all unpermitted industrial
properties in the metropolitan Spokane area with the potential to discharge stormwater
into the Spokane River and its two main tributaries, the Little Spokane River and Latah
(Hangman) Creek. The Kootenai Environmental Alliance shared a similar list of
facilities in Couer d’Alene. Through the Freedom of Information Act, NEDC obtained a
list of scrap yards with the potential to discharge from the Environmental Protection
Agency. They will prepare a final comprehensive list that will have both unpermitted
sites with the potential to discharge and sites that have been issued stormwater
pollution discharge permits. They plan to conduct site visits in the upcoming year
during the rainy season.
In August 2013, the Northwest Environmental Defense Center and the Spokane Clean
Water Project hosted a free seminar titled RAIN OPS, which focused on demystifying
the Clean Water Act and its requirements, discussing solutions to treat stormwater
runoff, and reviewing the EnviroStars Program, a Washington-state certification
program that designates and highlights environmentally responsible businesses.
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Appendix A
Columbia Institute for Water Policy
Public and Media Outreach
•

PCB cleanup | litigation website:
http://www.washington.sierraclub.org/uppercol/pcb/overview.html

•

Social media: Facebook updates were distributed from Spokane and Seattle announcing the start
of the PCHB hearing on March 15

•

Community Radio (KYRS): Live talk show hosted by Spokane Tribal member Twa-le
Abrahamson

•

Community TV: segment of Water Planet News focusing on PCB pollution and litigation
http://waterplanetnews.blogspot.com/2012/08/water-planet-news-3-film.html

•

Sierra Club newsletter articles:
Local group (1,100 members) – Spokane River PCB Litigation Update. Autumn 2012.
State chapter (25,000) – Spokane Tribe intervenes to clean up Spokane River – Sierra
Club’s lawsuit targets pollution, EPA’s failure to act. Spring, 2013.

•

Winter Waters Celebration: Attended by 110 people attended by two tribal chairmen (Spokane
Tribe and Colville Confederated Tribes), with focus of event on cleaning up toxins polluting
rivers in eastern Washington, including PCBs.
http://www.waterplanet.ws/winterwaters/heroes-2013.html

•

Letters to the Editor: underway (thus far, Spokesman-Review has not published any submitted)

•

OpEd: drafting underway (Spokane Tribal leadership has asked to co-author with Sierra Club)

•

The on-line petition is still under consideration as issues “ripen” regarding water quality
standards based on fish consumption and human health (see media, below).

•

NW Indian Fisheries Commission is exploring a statewide outreach effort over fish consumption
standards and has invited CELP to participate. Our toxics campaign will help inform messaging
and general outreach strategies in this statewide effort.

•

InvestigateWest: www.invw.org
o Robert McClure, Business interests trump health concerns in fish consumption fight.
March 30, 2013.
o Robert McClure, How Boeing, allies torpedoed state’s rules on toxic fish. April 23, 2013
o Olivia Henry, Timeline: fish consumption rate rules. April 23, 2013.

•

Wastewater plant fight heads to board – State panel will consider environmental challenge.
Spokesman-Review. March 24, 2013.

•

Pollution Levels in Spokane River Spark Lawsuit. KHQ TV. March 28, 2013.

•

Water pollution limits stalled – Boeing, others challenge state on tighter rules. Spokesman-Review.
March 30, 2013.

•

Deadly Catch. How much fish do people eat in Washington? It’s a basic question, with huge
consequences. The Pacific Northwest Inlander. April 23, 2013.

•

Gregoire chose Boeing over cleaner water. Tacoma News Tribune. April 24, 2013.

•

How much fish is health? Washington Tribes push for updated standard. KPLU Seattle. April 26,
2013.

•

State needs fix for outdated water quality standards. The Olympian. May 5, 2013.
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Appendix B
Columbia Riverkeeper
Questions & Answers on How the State of Washington Can Adopt New Water Quality
Standards to Reduce Toxics (see next page)
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REDUCING TOXIC POLLUTION IN FISH & SHELLFISH

How the State of Washington Can Adopt
New Water Quality Standards to Reduce Toxics

Despite being an environmental leader in many arenas,
the State of Washington has some of the nation’s least protective
limits on toxic pollution. The States of New Jersey and New York
protect citizens from toxics better than Washington. Washington’s water quality standards – the amount of pollution a state
deems tolerable – simply allow too much toxic pollution.
In 2011, Oregon adopted the nation’s most protective toxic
pollution water quality standards. So why hasn’t Washington—a
coastal state with some of the Northwest’s greatest rivers, including the Columbia—adopted standards that protect human health?
Last year, EPA, conservation groups, and a number of Tribes urged
the state to fix its outdated standards. Now, Washington is taking the long-overdue, initial steps toward adopting new criteria.
But the state’s plans still fall short.
Public involvement is critical to encourage state leaders to
reduce toxics in Washington. An important step toward reducing
toxics is revising the water quality standards—and ensuring that
regulatory loopholes for pollution dischargers don’t swallow the
new toxic limits. Here are some basics on the process.

QUESTION — Is there a problem with toxic pollution accumulating in fish and shellfish in Washington State?
ANSWER —

Yes. Studies across Washington State show serious problems with toxic pollution accumulating in fish
and shellfish that people regularly eat. The large number of fish advisories—advising people to limit
or stop eating certain kinds of fish—reflects the severity of the problem. Contaminants include PCBs,
DDT, mercury and lead.

QUESTION — What are water quality standards?
ANSWER —

Water quality standards are the basis for protecting and regulating the quality of surface waters in the
United States. The standards implement portions of the federal Clean Water Act by specifying the designated and potential uses, such as fishing, swimming and drinking water, of waterbodies in the state. Water
quality standards are divided into three categories:
 Designated uses, which include fishing, swimming, and aquatic life habitat.
 Numeric and narrative water quality criteria, which are established to protect each use. The numeric
criteria are divided into two categories: aquatic life criteria to protect the fish and shellfish and human
health criteria to protect people who drink surface water and eat fish, shellfish, and other aquatic life.
 Policies, such as antidegradation, to protect higher quality waters from being further degraded.
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QUESTION — How could Washington revise the human health criteria to reduce toxics?
ANSWER —

The Clean Water Act requires that states protect their citizens from unsafe
levels of toxic pollution in locally caught fish and shellfish. EPA, states,
and tribes develop human health criteria based on a standardized assumption about how much fish people consume per day. This assumption is
referred to as the “fish consumption rate.”
If a state uses a high fish consumption rate (i.e., determines that people
eat a large number of fish per day), the state’s human health criteria for
toxics will be more protective (i.e., less tolerable of toxic pollution).
Conversely, if a state adopts a low fish consumption rate, the state’s human health criteria will be less stringent and more toxic pollution will be
allowed in the water. Washington State currently has one of the nation’s
least protective fish consumption rates and, in turn, some of the nation’s
weakest human health criteria. To reduce toxics, Washington State can
revise the fish consumption rate and adopt new, more stringent toxic
standards to protect human health.

QUESTION — What are the new human health criteria for toxics in Oregon?
ANSWER —

In 2011, Oregon adopted and EPA approved the nation’s strictest human health criteria for toxics. Although some tribes have adopted similar or more stringent human health criteria, Oregon was the first
state to adopt criteria based a fish consumption rate that protects the majority of fish consumers. Oregon’s new criteria are based on a fish consumption rate of 175 grams per day. Before Oregon adopted
the new criteria, New Jersey led the nation in protective human health criteria, with a fish consumption
rate of 37.5 grams per day. As part of the rulemaking adopting new human health criteria, Oregon also
adopted “implementation rules” designed to provide more leeway for pollution dischargers to comply
with the new standards

QUESTION — What steps are Washington taking to adopt new human health criteria, and are they enough?
ANSWER —

In 2011, EPA, a number of tribes, and conservation groups urged Washington to follow Oregon’s example and adopt protective toxics standards to protect human health. Unlike Oregon’s approach to revising
the human health criteria, Washington plans to break the rulemaking into two separate processes. First,
Ecology intends to address “regulatory flexibility” for pollution dischargers. This means the state will
develop rules that apply to industry, municipalities, and other who have permits—known as NPDES permits—to discharge pollution into waters of the state. The “regulatory flexibility” rules will provide offramps so that pollution dischargers can take more time to comply with– or avoid compliance with— the
new criteria. Second, Ecology will revise and adopt new human health criteria for toxics. Unfortunately,
the state doesn’t plan to adopt new toxics standards until late 2013, at the earliest.
This two-step process raises serious concerns about the ultimate benefits and purposes of increasing rulemaking tools that ultimately weaken compliance with water quality standards that have yet to be adopted. In November 2011, eighteen (18) conservation groups sent a letter to the Washington Department of
Ecology urging the agency to hold off adopting “regulatory flexibility rules” (i.e., rules to make it easier
for pollution discharges to continue discharging toxic pollution at levels greater than the anticipated human health criteria) until the state actually decides to adopt new toxic limits.
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QUESTION — Why is public involvement critical to ensuring that Washington both adopts new human health criteria for
toxics and limits the regulatory off-ramps for pollution dischargers to comply with the new rules?
ANSWER — For decades, pollution dischargers in Washington have grown accustomed to the lax limits on toxic
pollution. In turn, if Washington adopts accurate, protective human health criteria, many pollution
dischargers will have to work harder to reduce the amount of toxic pollution they release into waterbodies. In Oregon, public involvement was critical to ensuring that that state followed through on its
promise to protect the vast majority of people who eat fish, and ensure that off-ramps from compliance didn’t swallow the new toxic limits.

QUESTION — Are there aquatic life criteria for toxics and, if so, how do they compare to the current human health criteria?
ANSWER —

Yes, Washington State currently has aquatic life criteria for toxics. These criteria are designed to protect
fish and shellfish from the acute and chronic effects of toxic pollution. In general, the aquatic life criteria
are more stringent (i.e., lower) than the current human health criteria. Notably, Washington regulates
significantly more toxic pollutants for the protection of human health than for the protection of aquatic
life. When compared to the aquatic life criteria, there are currently dozens more pollutants for which the
state has a human health criteria. What does this mean for practical purposes? Adopting more protective
human health criteria will mean major reductions in toxic pollution from a lot of sources.

LEARN MORE
www.columbiariverkeeper.org

Contact Lauren Goldberg, Riverkeeper Staff Attorney
lauren@columbiariverkeeper.org . (541) 965-0985
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Appendix C
Futurewise
Summary of Recommendations
From Resources Media’s
Steering the Shoals: Communicating Shoreline Management Planning
Put People at the Center
Focusing on the role people play in their environment, and the tremendous benefits to
people and communities that accrue from strong SMP’s, is the building block of effective
communications for the update process.

Hearken Back to History
Tell residents about the inspiring story of the first shoreline planning, and of the visionary
group of citizens who worked to protect our special way of life.

Avoid Jargon
As challenging as it may be, avoid planning jargon. The use of acronyms and jargon sends
the wrong message, and makes it harder for would-be supporters to connect to the issue.

Define the Problem
Connect the dots between the science and the shorelines for residents; show them why the
SMP process will help their specific community and the very specific problems it faces.
Instead of relying on scientific generalization, meet the community where it is and focus on
particular problems in your particular place.

Offer Solutions
Tell property owners what they can do. Talk about the possibilities for growth and
development that a strong program allows, and the incentives for property owners to do the
right thing. Assume they want to do the right thing, and support them in making it happen.

Reframe, Don’t Rebut
Don’t rebut the “anti-government” frame – this just strengthens it. Instead, reframe the SMP
conversation around deeply held values like health, safety, and the interests of future
generations.

Tell How the Story Ends
Paint a picture of a healthy, thriving shoreline community once an SMP is complete. You
can contrast this with examples of shoreline planning gone awry – and the unchecked
growth that has hurt some communities. But don’t rely on threats alone. Look to a positive
future.

Use Imagery
A picture is worth a thousand words. Instead of relying solely on words, charts and tables,
use photographs and other images to convey the beauty and power of Puget Sound
shorelines, the threats they face, and local examples of bluff loss, channel migration, and
species loss.
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